
  

LONGCHAMP [R-H] - 11 September 
Race 1 - QATAR PRIX DU PONT DE GRENELLE -  1400m HCP. Purse EUR €40,000. 

1. HOLLYHOCK - Won a handicap over this trip at Chantilly before finishing a good sixth in the Listed Prix de 

Tourgeville - Fonds Europeen de l'Elevage. Hard to ignore.  

2. LOLIWOOD - Impressed when winning a 1400m handicap by 2.5L at Deauville latest. Notable claims.  

3. PERL - Caused a surprise when winning a 1400m Class Two handicap at Deauville. Must replicate.  

4. SLUZEWIEC - Made it three-from-three over 1400m when winning a Class Two conditions race at Dax. 

Major appeal now handicapping.  

5. MONTUSSAN - Just prevailed in a Class Two conditions event on the AW over 1300m at Deauville. Not 

dismissed.  

6. PEDRITO - Second to Loliwood in a Deauville handicap over this trip last outing. Each-way player.  

7. MISSALIA - Goes on the back of a snug maiden success over 1600m at Clairefontaine. Key chance.  

Summary: A competitive opener with five of the seven runners having won last-time-out. SLUZEWIEC (4) 
made it three-from-three over 1400m when winning a Class Two conditions race at Dax. Taken to make a 
winning handicap debut for a top yard. MISSALIA (7) is interesting handicapping on the back of a snug maiden 
success over 1600m at Clairefontaine. HOLLYHOCK (1) won a handicap over this trip at Chantilly before 
finishing a good sixth in the Listed Prix de Tourgeville - Fonds Europeen de l'Elevage. Player. LOLIWOOD (2) 
is respected. 

Selections 

SLUZEWIEC (4) - MISSALIA (7) - HOLLYHOCK (1) - LOLIWOOD (2)  



Race 2 - QATAR CUP - PRIX DRAGON -  2000m PSA. Purse EUR €100,000. 

1. HADI DE CARRERE - Classy individual who perhaps wasn't at his best when third in the G1 Dubai Kahayla 

Classic at Meydan (UAE). 

2. FIRST CLASSS - Won the G1 Dubai Kahayla Classic at Meydan in March and may have needed the run 

when fifth in the G1 Qatar International Stakes at Goodwood (UK). Makes stable debut in first-time 

cheekpieces. 

3. HOGGAR DE L'ARDUS - Runner-up behind a subsequent winner in the G1 Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al 

Nahyan Jewel Crown at Abu Dhabi (UAE) in December. Hard to dismiss. 

4. ELAF - Made all to beat Teema by 1.5L in the 2000m G1 Sheikh Mansoor Festival - Liwa International 

Stakes at La Teste last outing. Player.  

5. TEEMA - Second to Elaf in the 2000m G1 Sheikh Mansoor Festival - Liwa International Stakes at La Teste. 

Work to do if she is to reverse the form.  

Summary: A tricky Group One to assess where none of the five can be ruled out entirely. HADI DE CARRERE 
(1) is a high-class individual and perhaps wasn't at his best when third in the G1 Dubai Kahayla Classic at 
Meydan. Won a valuable race on the dirt at Riyadh prior and certainly has the form to be involved. FIRST 
CLASSS (2) scored in the G1 Dubai Kahayla Classic at Meydan in March and may have needed the run when 
fifth in the G1 Qatar International Stakes at Goodwood. Interesting on stable debut in first-time cheekpieces. 
HOGGAR DE L'ARDUS (3) also rates highly while recent G1 Sheikh Mansoor Festival - Liwa International 
Stakes winner ELAF (4) needs considering. 

Selections 

HADI DE CARRERE (1) - FIRST CLASSS (2) - HOGGAR DE L'ARDUS (3) - ELAF (4)  



Race 3 - QATAR PRIX FOY -  2400m OPEN. Purse EUR €130,000. 

1. MUTABAHI - Sent off favourite when only seventh in the G2 Grand Prix de Chantilly three-and-a-half 

months ago. Capable of better on reappearance having won the G3 Prix d'Hedouville over course and distance 

prior.  

2. MY RHAPSODY - Japanese raider who was held in the Listed Oasis Stakes at Toyko (Japan) on dirt. May 

prove best watched. 

3. IRESINE - Won in Listed company before finishing third in the G3 Prix de Reux - Copa Jockey Club 

Argentino 140E. Anniversaire at Deauville. Claims with that form having taken a boost subsequently.  

4. HIGH DEFINITION - Not lived up to original expectations but remains a smart type. Well beaten sixth in the 

G1 Juddmonte International Stakes at York (UK) since but would hold fair claims on the pick of his form. 

5. BUBBLE GIFT - Good third behind G1 Yorkshire Oaks winner Alpinista in the G1 Grand Prix de Saint-

Cloud 70 days ago. Chance.  

6. VERRY ELLEEGANT - Superstar Australian mare who made her eagerly awaited French debut when a 

below par seventh in the 2000m G1 Darley Prix Jean Romanet at Deauville. Top claims if taking a step forward 

and bouncing back to her best. 

Summary: Last years third IRESINE (3) scored in Listed company before finishing third in the G3 Prix de 
Reux - Copa Jockey Club Argentino 140E. Anniversaire at Deauville. Obvious appeal with that form having 
taken a boost subsequently. VERRY ELLEEGANT (6) made her eagerly awaited French debut when a below 
par seventh in the 2000m G1 Darley Prix Jean Romanet at Deauville. Unbeaten in three starts over this trip 
and could be tough to stop if taking a step forward and bouncing back to her best. BUBBLE GIFT (5) was a 
good third behind G1 Yorkshire Oaks winner Alpinista in the G1 Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud and cannot be 
ruled out. MUTABAHI (1) is respected after a break. 

Selections 

IRESINE (3) - VERRY ELLEEGANT (6) - BUBBLE GIFT (5) - MUTABAHI (1)  



Race 4 - QATAR HANDICAP DES ARC TRIALS -  1400m HCP CL2. Purse EUR €50,000. 

1. KING GOLD - Third in a Class One conditions event over 1300m at Deauville AW latest. Hard to ignore.  

2. CROWDFUNDING - Disappointed in a Class Two handicap over 1300m at Deauville AW latest. Capable 

of better.  

3. MON AMI L'ECOSSAIS - Decent effort when fifth in a Class Two handicap over 1500m at Deauville AW 

two-and-a-half weeks ago. Each-way chance.  

4. FAYATHAAN - Held behind some of these in a AW Deauville handicap recently. All three wins have come 

on that surface.  

5. LE PRESIDENT - Won sole start over course and distance but may be a tad high in the weights after a 

break. 

6. BE MY DAY - Almost stole it from off the front when third in a Class Two handicap over 1600m at Deauville 

last outing. Dangerous to dismiss if replicating.  

7. OZAN - Good third in a Class Two AW handicap over 1300m at Deauville two starts ago. Needs to bounce 

back from a below par effort.  

8. MILLFIELD - Four-time winner over the trip and more than capable off this mark if on a going day. 

Inconsistent.  

9. HAVOC - Record at this venue is poor and may prove best watched on stable debut following a moderate 

fifth over 1500m at Deauville AW a month ago. 

10. ESSAI TRANSFORME - Finished twelfth in a bunched finish over 1600m in a Class Two handicap here 

last start. Bit more needed.  

11. TORPEN - Goes well here and placed off 1kg higher over this trip at Deauville earlier in the season. 

Interesting from an each-way angle.  

12. KAVIARE - Dual winner over the trip but market can guide on stable debut after a short break.  

13. COME SAY HI - Fourth in a 1500m AW claimer at Deauville last outing. This tougher but interesting under 

Barzalona. 

14. BRAVEHEART - Won a Class Three handicap over 1600m at Vichy last-time-out. Cannot dismiss upped 

in class.  

15. CICCIO BOY - Just denied second in a Class Two handicap over 1500m at Deauville AW last outing. Must 

replicate on turf. 

16. RED TORCH - Close second in a Class Three claiming handicap at Deauville AW over 1300m latest. 

Each-way player.  

Summary: KING GOLD (1) finished third in a Class One conditions event over 1300m at Deauville AW latest. 
Major appeal. CROWDFUNDING (2) disappointed in a Class Two handicap over 1300m at Deauville AW 
latest. Capable of better and may bounce back to form. BE MY DAY (6) almost stole it from off the front when 
third in a Class Two 1600m handicap at Deauville last outing. Dangerous to rule out if adopting similar tactics. 
Recent Vichy handicap winner BRAVEHEART (14) cannot be left out the equation upped in grade while 
TORPEN (11) is interesting back at this venue. 

Selections 

KING GOLD (1) - CROWDFUNDING (2) - BE MY DAY (6) - BRAVEHEART (14) - TORPEN (11)  



Race 5 - QATAR PRIX VERMEILLE -  2400m OPEN. Purse EUR €600,000. 

1. LOVE CHILD - Runner-up in the G2 Darley Prix de Pomone over 2500m at Deauville last outing. This looks 

tougher.  

2. SWEET LADY - Fair fourth in the G1 Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud over 2400m at Saint-Cloud 70 days back. 

Each-way chance.  

3. GRAND GLORY - High-class mare who finished third in the 2000m G1 Prince Of Wales's Stakes at Royal 

Ascot (UK) in June. Claims but must prove she can do it over 2400m. 

4. LILAC ROAD - Finished behind Tuesday when fourth in the 2400m G1 Darley Yorkshire Oaks at York (UK). 

Place chance.  

5. ALBAFLORA - Disappointed when turned over at a short price in the G3 Ormonde Stakes at Chester (UK) 

in May. Capable of playing a role on best figures and not written off yet.  

6. FALL IN LOVE - Finished fifth in the G2 Prix de Malleret - Prix Le Bonbon here on her first start over this 

trip. Others look to hold stronger credentials.   

7. AGAVE - Tackles 2400m for the first time having looked slightly one-paced when third in the G2 Prix de La 

Nonette at Deauville. Frame contender.  

8. BAIYKARA - Close third in the course and distance G2 Prix de Malleret - Prix Le Bonbon on just her fourth 

career outing. Remains open to plenty of progress.  

9. LA PARISIENNE - Not seen since going down narrowly in the G1 Prix de Diane Longines over 2100m at 

Chantilly in June. Form has worked out since. Major chance.  

10. TUESDAY - Bounced right back to her best when runner-up in the G1 Darley Yorkshire Oaks over 2400m 

at York (UK) last-time-out. Top chance.  

11. HISTORY - Held eighth in the G2 Prix de La Nonette over 2000m at Deauville last outing. Needs more 

back up in trip.  

Summary: A strong looking renewal for this 2400m Group One. TUESDAY (10) looked to bounce right back 
to her best when runner-up in the G1 Darley Yorkshire Oaks over 2400m at York (UK) last-time-out. Top 
chance for a leading trainer and jockey combination. LA PARISIENNE (9) hasn't been seen since going down 
narrowly in the G1 Prix de Diane Longines over 2100m at Chantilly in June. Form has worked out since and 
looks a fascinating runner upped in trip. Classy mare GRAND GLORY (3) finished third in the 2000m G1 
Prince Of Wales's Stakes at Royal Ascot (UK) in June. Claims but must prove she can do it over 2400m. The 
unexposed BAIYKARA (8) is worth noting while ALBAFLORA (5) is not written off yet. 

Selections 

TUESDAY (10) - LA PARISIENNE (9) - GRAND GLORY (3) - BAIYKARA (8) - ALBAFLORA (5)  



Race 6 - QATAR PRIX NIEL -  2400m OPEN. Purse EUR €130,000. 

1. L'ASTRONOME - Held 5.5L fifth over 2400m in the G1 Grand Prix de Paris here in July. Needs to put that 

effort behind him.  

2. TRUE TESTAMENT - Good 1.25L third in the G2 Prix Guillaume d'Ornano over 2000m at Deauville last 

month. Extra distance here is no issue. 

3. SIMCA MILLE - Neck second in the G1 Grand Prix de Paris over this course and distance in July. Top 

chance.  

4. DEPUTY RULER - Maiden winner over 2200m at Clairefontaine 23 days ago. Needs to step up on what 

he's shown so far.  

5. DO DEUCE - Short-head winner of the G1 Tokyo Yushun over 2400m at Tokyo (Japan) at the end of May. 

Leading contender on French debut.  

6. AIKHAL - Held 11L sixth in the G2 Great Voltigeur Stakes over 2385m at York (UK) last month. Others 

make more appeal.  

7. LASSAUT - Victorious by 2.5L in the Listed Prix Nureyev over 2000m at Deauville four weeks ago. One to 

note.  

Summary: Japan's DO DEUCE (5) looks up to scoring on his European debut following a short-head success 
in the G1 Tokyo Yushun at Tokyo (Japan). SIMCA MILLE (3) lost out by a neck when runner-up in the G1 
Grand Prix de Paris over 2400m at this venue. Looks the pick of the home team. TRUE TESTAMENT (2) 
recorded a 1.25L third in the G2 Prix Guillaume d'Ornano over 2000m at Deauville. Warrants consideration 
upped in trip. Wearing blinkers for the first time L'ASTRONOME (1) is another with claims despite a 
disappointing 5.5L fifth over 2400m in the previously mentioned G1 Grand Prix de Paris. 

Selections 

DO DEUCE (5) - SIMCA MILLE (3) - TRUE TESTAMENT (2) - L'ASTRONOME (1)  



Race 7 - QATAR PRIX DU PETIT COUVERT -  1000m OPEN. Purse EUR €80,000. 

1. BOUTTEMONT - Victorious by a neck in the 1200m G3 Prix de Meautry at Deauville a fortnight ago. Bold 

show expected down in trip.  

2. PONNTOS - Close up 1.75L fifth in the 1006m G2 King George Stakes at Goodwood (UK) in July. Strong 

claims having won over track and trip in May. 

3. LIVE - Held 5.75L eighth in the Listed Prix du Cercle over this trip at Deauville five weeks ago. Wears 

blinkers for the first time.  

4. COEUR DE PIERRE - Victorious by 1.75L In the Listed Prix du Cercle over 1000m at Deauville. Holds a 

number of these on that form.  

5. BERNEUIL - Good 1.75L third over 1000m in the Listed Prix du Cercle over this trip at Deauville. Had Coeur 

de Pierre and Flying Candy ahead of him that day.  

6. WINWOOD - Impressive 3L winner of a 1300m conditions race at Deauville AW seventeen days ago. Switch 

to turf not certain to suit.  

7. HAZIYM - Fourth when beaten 2.5L in the Listed Prix Moonlight Cloud over 1200m at Deauville five weeks 

ago. More required.  

8. MIRAMAR - Held 5.5L ninth in the G3 Prix de Meautry over 1200m at Deauville last month. Others hold 

more obvious claims.  

9. WHITE LAVENDER - Ended last spell with a 1L third in the G2 Prix du Gros-Chene over this trip at Chantilly 

in June. Noted.  

10. FLYING CANDY - Runner-up when beaten 1.75L in the Listed Prix du Cercle over 1000m at Deauville. 

Not written off.  

11. ROYAL ACLAIM - Lost her unbeaten record when 5.75L sixth in the G1 Nunthorpe Stakes over 1006m 

at York (UK) last month. Notable contender down in grade.  

12. GET AHEAD - Winner over 1006m in a handicap at Goodwood (UK) in July. Stepping up in class.   

Summary: BOUTTEMONT (1) won by a neck in the G3 Prix de Meautry at Deauville. Selected to make his 
first start at this distance a winning one. PONNTOS (2) rates a big danger on the back of a 1.75L fifth in the 
G2 King George Stakes over 1006m at Goodwood (UK). ROYAL ACLAIM (11) showed good form when sixth 
in the G1 Nunthorpe Stakes tackling 1006m at York (UK). Gets a chance dropping in class. COEUR DE 
PIERRE (4) won the Listed Prix du Cercle over this trip by 1.75L at Deauville. Shortlisted. Second in that race 
was FLYING CANDY (10) who also holds claims. 

Selections 

BOUTTEMONT (1) - PONNTOS (2) - ROYAL ACLAIM (11) - COEUR DE PIERRE (4) - FLYING CANDY 
(10)  



Race 8 - QATAR PRIX DU PIN -  1400m OPEN. Purse EUR €80,000. 

1. AMILCAR - Down the field thirteenth over 1300m in the G1 Prix Maurice de Gheest at Deauville five weeks 

ago. Others preferred.  

2. GO ATHLETICO - Fair 2.25L sixth over 1200m in the G3 Prix de Meautry over 1200m at Deauville two 

weeks ago. One to note.  

3. FANG - Winner of three of his four starts this spell including over 1500m at Tarbes in July. Leading 

contender stepping up in grade.  

4. FAST RAAJ - Sixt when beaten 4.25L over 1300m at Deauville AW. Likely to find a few too good.  

5. AXDAVALI - Dual course and distance winner finished 0.75L third over 1600m in the G3 Prix Messidor at 

Chantilly in July. Top chance. 

6. ROZGAR - Close up 1.75L sixth in the G1 Prix Jean Prat over this trip at Deauville in July. Hard to beat on 

that form.  

7. EVER GIVEN - Good 1.75L fourth in the G3 Supreme Stakes over 1408m at Goodwood (UK) two weeks 

ago. Notable runner. 

Summary: One of two three-year-olds in the field ROZGAR (6) is selected to score following a 1.75L sixth 
over 1400m in the G1 Prix Jean Prat at Deauville. Leading chance. AXDAVALI (5) placed third when beaten 
0.75L in the 1600m G3 Prix Messidor at Chantilly. Danger to all. The progressive FANG (3) looks up to 
challenging for the win following a 1.75L victory over 1500m at Tarbes. EVER GIVEN (7) recorded a 1.75L 
fourth in the G3 Supreme Stakes tackling 1408m at Goodwood (UK). Warrants close consideration. 

Selections 

ROZGAR (6) - AXDAVALI (5) - FANG (3) - EVER GIVEN (7)  



Race 9 - QATAR PRIX DES PASSAGES FEYDEAU -  1400m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €25,000. 

1. SHIELDING - Held of late including 8L ninth over 1400m at Vichy three weeks ago. Has won over this track 

and trip in the past.  

2. KING ROBBE - Good 1.5L fourth in a 1300m claiming handicap at Deauville AW first up. Bold show 

expected.  

3. HOOTTON - Faded when 3.75L eleventh over 1600m at Compiegne. Step forward likely second up.  

4. ROMANTIC MOON - Good 1L third in a 1500m handicap at Deauville AW last month. Warrants 

consideration.  

5. VITARE - Victorious by 1.5L over 1300m at Deauville AW at the start of last month. Strong claims.  

6. WHITE PLATIN - Ended last spell with a head win over 1400m at Compiegne in July. Leading contender.  

7. DIVA DU DANCING - Mid-division finish when 7.25L seventh over 1400m at Deauville 26 days ago. Claims 

if at her best.  

8. PISORNO - Below par tenth over 1500m at Deauville AW four weeks ago. Better expected on this occasion. 

9. HEARTBEAT - Improved effort 1.75L fifth over 1500m at Deauville AW nineteen days ago. One to note.  

10. RAVEN'S SPIRIT - Runner-up when beaten 2L in a claimer over 1500m at Deauville AW last month. 

Notable contender.  

11. DUFOUR - Faded 4.5L tenth over 1350m at Lyon-Parilly in June. Likely to improve for the race.  

12. BOHEMIAN'S RHAPSODY - Fourth two most recent starts including when beaten 1L in a 1500m handicap 

at Deauville AW. Claims.  

13. THE CHAMP - Placed third over 1500m in a twelve runner event at Deauville AW. Not written off.  

14. DOMAGNANO - Ninth when beaten 3L over 1500m at Deauville AW. More required.  

15. TEPEKA - Supplemented for this having tried to make all when 4.25L eighth over 1900m at Deauville AW. 

Drop in trip not certain to suit.  

16. STRANGER - Held 5L seventh over this trip at Le Lion-d'Angers five weeks ago. Likely to find a few too 

good.  

17. LUCKY KENTUCKY - Good 3L third in a 1300m handicap at Deauville AW three weeks ago. Of note in 

this event.  

18. ON THE EDGE - Winner of a 1400m handicap at Le Lion-d'Angers last month. Has to defy a 2kg rise in 

the weights if he is to follow up.  

Summary: WHITE PLATIN (6) ended his last spell in good form winning over this trip at Compiegne. Selected 
to resume with a victory. Twice a winner over this course and distance KING ROBBE (2) is expected to 
challenge for the win on the back of a 1.5L fourth tackling 1300m at Deauville AW. VITARE (5) looks a danger 
following a 1.5L success over 1300m at Deauville AW. RAVEN'S SPIRIT (10) is another with claims following 
a second place finish in a 1300m claimer at Deauville AW. 

Selections 

WHITE PLATIN (6) - KING ROBBE (2) - VITARE (5) - RAVEN'S SPIRIT (10)  



Race 10 - QATAR PRIX DU PASSAGE DE BOURG L'ABBE PRESENTE PAR RMC -  1400m HCP CL3. 
Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. VENTURA VISION - Held 3.5L sixth over 1300m at Deauville AW two weeks ago. Blinkers worn for the first 

time that day are replaced with the cheekpieces worn prior.  

2. RED KITTEN - Struggled in two AW starts since a second over 1300m at Le Touquet in July. Hard to know 

what to expect on his return to turf.  

3. THE TIME - Fair 4.75L sixth over 1600m here a week ago. More required.  

4. ESTACITY - Mid-division finish when seventh in a 1300m handicap at Deauville AW last month. 

Improvement needed.  

5. SVOLTA - Good 3.5L fifth over 1300m at Deauville AW three weeks ago. Claims.  

6. VIOU - Never involved when 3.25L ninth over 1500m at Deauville AW three weeks go. Top jockey up.  

7. JUMANO - Returned from a break with an 8.75L twelfth over 1300m at Deauville AW three weeks ago. 

Step forward needed.  

8. ARCO GRANDE - Shown good form over shorter of late including when 2.5L third over 1100m at Dieppe 

twelve days ago. Noted stepping up in distance.  

9. PREDETERMINED - Successful by 3.5L over this trip at Le Lion-d'Angers three weeks ago. Leading 

contender.  

10. SNOOZE BUTTON - Good 0.5L second in a 1300m handicap at Le Touquet. One to note.  

11. GANOUV - Faded when 18L fifteenth over 1400m at Clairefontaine in July. Capable of better.  

12. LOVELY ANGEL - Good 1.5L second over 1600m at this venue a week ago. Top chance.  

13. TREMONT - Below par 17L fifteenth over 1500m at Deauville AW 28 days ago. Has shown good form 

here in the past.  

14. TOUTELUSIVE - Good 1L third in a 1400m handicap at Vichy last month. Of note in this field.  

15. ETEL DU NINIAN - Placed third when beaten 3.5L by Predetermined over this distance at Le Lion-

d'Angers 21 days ago. Claims.  

16. PRINCE DES DUNES - Faded when 4.25L eighth having raced prominently over this track and trip in 

June. Likely to find a few too good.  

17. KAVAKNEY - Good 0.5L third in a 1400m handicap at Clairefontaine in July. Notable contender.  

Summary: LOVELY ANGEL (12) showed good form when 1.5L second over 1600m at this venue. Selected 
to go one place better. PREDETERMINED (9) impressed when victorious by 3.5L over this trip at Le Lion-
d'Angers. Rates a big threat off a 3kg higher mark. KAVAKNEY (17) enters calculations on the back of a 0.5L 
second tackling 1400m at Clairefontaine. TOUTELUSIVE (14) is another to consider following a 1L third over 
this trip in a race that's working out well at Vichy. 

Selections 

LOVELY ANGEL (12) - PREDETERMINED (9) - KAVAKNEY (17) - TOUTELUSIVE (14) 


